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A reprint of the original 1978 classic, this book includes scenes of the Antietam battlefield both

period and modern with directional maps. Makes some startling revelations using photographic

evidence. --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.
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Outstanding work. Suburb photos with detailed explanations. Very well done. Gives a first class tour

of the battlefield. Have his Gettysburg book of equal quality. Highly recommend for the avid or

moderate historian. Excellent prep for battlefield visit.

In tandem with Mr. Frassanito's similar work on Gettysburg, they represent two groundbreaking and

intensely interesting treatments of the two important battles, reviewing photos of battle wreckage

against more modern views of the same locations. Mr. Frassanito has also tried to put a human face

on the human wreckage depicted in the contemporary photos taken shortly after the battles. His

works are a must read for anyone interested in military history of any period, not just the American

civil war.

top shelf but I am a little disappointed with the content of the book: it seems a little generic.  and the

shipper were the best as always



I bought this for a friend who is a civil war buff and from the moment it arrived, he was buried in this

book after he tore open the wrapper. Did not even look up during Monday night football! He said that

as a photographer, he cannot see the depth, or for lack of a better term, "3-D", in the older photos,

and the newer photos helped offer some depth perspective. He has Frassanito's Gettysburg books,

so I thought this would be a good addition to his collection. I was right!

Very well written and informative book about the pictures taken at Antietam after the battle.

Extremely interesting to see where the original pictures were taken and then compared to pictures

from the very same spot taken today. Anyone interested in photography during the civil war will find

this book loaded with information on each of the civil war pictures shown, as well as information

about the photographers, etc. I would purchase this book again and would strongly recommend it to

anyone!

I have nearly all of Mr. FrassanitoÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s books. Anyone interested in early

photography, the study of the Civil War and the intriguing subject of Civil War photography and

photographers can scarcely fail to appreciate the level of dedication expressed in the body of work

produced by ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“FrazÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•. I carry them with me on the battlefields.

Fascinating. Captivating. A life well spent. Many thanks.

Excellent book, perfectly described and promptly shipped!

Right after I reviewed Frasanitto's Gettysburg, I did find a copy of Antietam. This photographic

analysis is second to none.
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